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modern warfare also introduces the call of
duty: modern warfare d-gunner mod , a

collection of several favorite weapons from
call of duty: modern warfare in one

convenient mod. this mod replaces the
custom gear weapons with the d-gunner, a
hand-built, manually-aimed, silenced sniper

rifle that allows for precise headshots. fallout
4 had a huge amount of controversial

decisions made in its development, which
even included voiceover changes and removal
. if players found these changes bothersome

enough, or they just wanted to talk their
loadout over with a guy, the voice over mod
included in the multiplayer bundle fixes all
that, restoring all the removed vo and even

giving players the option to choose any one of
the eight operation voiceovers as their new

main vo. if stealth or silent entry is your
preference, then black ops cold war modern
warfare offers the silent execution mod, a

remixed version of the silent execution perk
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that grants players the ability to stealthily run-
and-gun enemies. in a similar style, these
modern sidearms were based on various

assets from call of duty: black ops, like the
whisper, the duct tape, and the d-rage. while

there is no official balance, i would
recommend playing on expert in all three
competitive games, since as a beginner it

takes a lot of practice to get close to the ai.
players looking for a good reward for their

metal-detecting skills may enjoy the new and
improved pick-a-thief mod included in the

multiplayer bundle. this mod adds a handful of
items to the game, making it a lot easier to

navigate through the environment.
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like black ops iii and black ops: the world is
yours before it, call of duty: modern warfares
playstation exclusive stash box offers players
five additional weapon slots which can be re-
outfitted with weapon attachments, making
you look and sound more badass than ever.
the stash box also includes 100 supply drops

to be placed in level 1, 50 supply drops in
level 2 and 25 supply drops in level 3. the

largest of the three stashes will cost $1.25 to
access, and contain five weapon attachments,
10 damage upgrades, a damage downgrade,

10 condition upgrades and 10 condition
downgrades. therefore, if you desire to step
into the shoes of da vinci and kill millions of

communist players, it is strongly
recommended that you pick up the modern
warfare ps4 stash box which contains a total
of fifty pieces of iw themed equipment to add

to your weapons. the stash box is free to
everyone who bought call of duty: modern
warfare , and is unlocked on the day of the

game's launch. we know black ops: the
revolution had an exclusive weapon, but the
dlcs exclusive weapons were nowhere to be

found in modern warfare or in the retail
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version of the game. well, activision and
infinity ward have gifted players with new

exclusive weapons with call of duty: modern
warfare dlc 2. now two new exclusive

weapons are available for purchase. this is the
last mod on the list, and probably the best of

them all. the video settings mod is simply
awesome and gives the perfect cinematic

settings to your fallout 4 games. this mod also
adds in different post-processing effects, aa,

af, fov, ssao, depth of field, and more. the
mod is compatible with both high and low
graphic settings, and can be used on any
configuration. the mod is compatible with

windows 10, 8, 7, vista, xp, 2000, and macos.
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